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Being in post production, more specifically the editing I wanted to be able to develop my skills and 
abilities so that I will have gained a further understanding of how you need to perform in a 
professional industry. My main drive was the explore how sound changes the audiences perception 
of the visuals on screen and if it creates a narrative. My second experiment I wanted to be able to 
successfully green screen an image to a professional standard by testing the lighting conditions 
and the way in which you remove the background from a moving image held in suspension by 
string. This will showcase my understanding of how to edit sequences to different musical 
emotions and portray my understanding of how to use industry standard software for green screen 
application.  !!
“Today there is increasing agreement that music is able to express emotions, at any rate very basic 
emotions such as happiness, fear, hope.”  The use of music creates an emotional reaction from 1

the audience, being able to understand how this reaction works and make the audience feel means 
you then have an understanding on a simple level of how you need to be editing. You want the 
structure of the images to enhance how the music is making you feel. For my experiments I did not 
do that, I instead used the same footage and edited them to different soundtracks, I was looking for  
the audience to create their own backstory and discover how it made them feel from the pace of 
the edit and effects used. !!
“Consider the emotional reaction you want to achieve from the viewer by selective changing the 
composition and pacing of the music.”  by doing this it is proven that it can change the perspective 2

of the viewer, you can influence them to feel differently about a situation by changing the music 
style and therefore it will change the way you edit sequences together. “By timing the picture in 
relation to the sound-track the editor can achieve a whole range of effects which are not 
necessarily inherent in either the picture of the sound alone.”  For example, my second test an 3

audience member stated ‘It makes me feel tense and sorry for the character’ simply showing how 
being able to edit to the soundtrack has created a range of emotions that have nothing in relation 
to the actual clip itself. However for the first test using the same footage the same audience 
member stated ‘ I don’t particularly think the music fits, something that builds more tension would 
be better.’, this does show that footage needs to be edited in a way that is still aesthetically 
pleasing. I thought at the time that the edit was to the music and style, but reactions from the 
audience are to suggest otherwise. This encourages me to take a look into my editing style and 
compare it with other editors work. !!
Editing footage without sound can also have a dramatic effect on the audience. Certain feelings 
and moods are not always conveyed to the viewer without the use of a musical soundtrack.  For 4

example, the audience may understand that the character on screen is sad due to the content 
shown, but not having that musical emphasis that the audience has began to rely on for driving 
through the correct emotions will hinder their ability to understand the scene. “In every book on the 
history of films one can read: the silents were never silent. From the very outset, live music was 
played to moving pictures. Music was always integral part of showing a film.”  Music has always 5

been a key element in moving image, being able to edit to it successfully and understand why will 
enable any editor a chance to succeed and thrive in the industry. !!
Within the industry it is common knowledge that when using a green screen to change the 
background you need to have it evenly lit, even so a lot of people still forget this simple procedure 
resulting in footage that is unusable. The majority of post editors working with green screen have to 
deal with difficult situations like poor lighting, motion blur, rig removal  causing more stress and 6

resulting in the video not being complete on time. For my experiments I looked into the use of 
lighting a green screen and how it can cause difficulties in post production editing. As stated above 
green screen needs to be evenly lit across the whole background, in my experiment I show an 
understanding of that procedure through the inability to actually do so. On set we should have 
considered that the lighting was too close to the subject actually causing a spot light on the screen 
instead of casting an even light across. A simple solve for this is to either remove the spotlight on 
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set and just ensure that the room has enough lighting to make the background the same colour, or 
to supply more lights on shoot days to spread the glow out across the backdrop. !!
My second tests for the green screen were able to show my ability and understanding of the post 
production software, more specifically using Adobe After Effects. Having built in mistakes with the 
lighting and using the plane toy close to the screen so that the plane would cause a reflection of 
the green screen, and therefore a mistake. Even though we know the subject should be moved 
away from the green screen as to not cause problems in post with reflections and shadows , by 7

doing so I have been able to showcase my understanding of the software by actually solving the 
problems and explaining how. Using a green screen in movie has become such a common 
occurrence it needs to be successfully managed and completed to become an editor that is 
trusted. Green screen techniques started back in the 1920s with Walt Disney animations. It wasn’t 
as simple as using a green background to simply remove later, they had to shoot actors on a pure 
white background, they would then run that film through an animation camera a second time to 
expose the animated backgrounds and characters on screen.   Not only did Walt pioneer the first 8

use of background removal he later went on to develop the rotoscope process which I have shown 
in my experiments as something that is now used as an industry procedure when trying to solve 
problems caused with poor green screen lighting and general lack of understanding of the green 
screen process. !!
The two craft experiments have enabled me as an editor to look into the industry so far, what has 
been achieved and what is expected from an editor to perform and thrive in their career. The use of 
music within moving image should not be overlooked, it is an important part of any film especially if 
you are looking to drive through emotions be that happy, sad or funny. With music you can 
enhance anyones ability to enjoy a moving image, this is ultimately why we make films? The 
National Occupational Standards states ‘you must be clear about the role that the music plat in the 
film’ I think I have defined the reason for including music and sound in film, the audience want to 
enjoy what they are watching, the enhancements of the correct musical score and edited to that 
music are one way the audience will receive that ultimate viewing pleasure. The first key point for 
(NOS) on visual effects is ‘ensure the footage is shot in a way that enable effects and graphics to 
be added’ once again my two experiments show I have an understanding of what needs to be 
done and how it should be done. I have deliberately built in mistakes to show how they make it 
difficult in the edit process, but still shown how they can be solved if you have an understanding of 
the software and the research to help you proceed. !!!
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